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Arts Connect Leadership Convention:
Leading in this moment with energy and fairness
for a healthy cultural ecology

Shifting
Spaces for
Arts and
Culture
How we are using physical and digital spaces –
new frontiers for space and audiences?

S H I F T I N G

S P A C E S

Creating space for inspiration and challenge invited the cultural leaders in
attendance to identify positive action within their own organisations and
programming.
Andre Reid, Foka Wolf and Harmeet Chagger-Khan shared their own
artistic practices, values and creative explorations before each posed a
question for debate.
Shifting Spaces enables shared collective problem solving for future exciting
practice in hybrid programming environments and expansions into public
spaces.

S H I F T I N G

S P A C E S

Foka Wolf

Harmeet
Chagger-Khan

Founding Director
- KIONDO

Subversive Birmingham
Street Artist

Creative Director
- Surfing Light Beams

Andre Reid is the founding
director of KIONDO, a design
research studio that grows
relationships with organisations
to embed citizens in co-design,
design research, innovation,
participatory placemaking and
urban regeneration. He is
passionate about making the
world we live in more interesting,
fun and fulfilling by embedding
local people in the design and
making of their local areas.

Foka Wolf is a prolific activist
and satirical street artist from
Birmingham whose work has
gained significant traction over
the past five years. Foka Wolf’s
creative interventions have
become a regular fixture in the
cityscape of Birmingham.
Artworks are humorous,
provocative and frequently
political in nature; semipermanent artefacts that
confront themes such as
gentrification, fake news,
conspiracy theories and class
divisions.

Andre Reid

Harmeet Chagger-Khan is an
artist and producer who uses
immersive digital technology
within socially engaged practice
to explore different modes of
storytelling through games and
interactive installations that
cultivate resilience. Harmeet’s
work examines how society has
access to culture, change and
reform and attempts to unpick
how deep systemic change and
transformation can lead to more
equitable societies.

I n s p i r i n g P ra c t i ce
This line-up of panellistes shared the values that define their practice. Offering examples of inspiring work
to contextualise their leadership challenge questions. Liam Smyth curated this line-up because of how each
artist holds, explores, reflects and asks questions of public spaces.

Andre Reid
Themes
Expand opportunities for those
who want to make an impact
on the world
Join hands and create
something that is passed down
and builds community
Create places fo belonging
filled with equity
Change starts closer to home be active on your own
doorstep
Help people to organise simple
solutions
Ask three simple questions; -- How do I help?
- How can I start?
- How do people survive the
journey of change?
'We all have the ability to
create, our ability to create is
matched only by our intention
to destroy'

Foka Wolf

Harmeet
Chagger-Khan

Themes

Themes

Change your surroundings
Lure the audience in with
humour and accessible/familiar
imagery
Create a point for exchange
and interaction
Invite cultural commentary
Celebrate the power in public
art
Utilise the power of subversion
to convey a message
Utilise all available public space
and don't be constrained to
formal exhibition spaces.

'There is power in public art, the
impact of a piece of paper, it
could be huge structures like a
Martin Creed in NY or a Despo
piece in Brooklyn or pallets in
the street'

Redefine cultural spaces
Be open to unexpected
outcomes
Undertaking a process-driven,
research practice allows for
failure
Challenge your why through a
series of questions
-How are you the bastion
of creativity?
-How can you disrupt the
status quo?
-What are you shifting?
- What value can you add?
Recognise that the world is a
user experience designed for
neurotypical people

'Think big and work with people
you admire. This world
demands the qualities of youth
– not time of life but a state of
mind'

How are we using physical and digital spaces – new frontiers for space and audiences?
Each panellist set a leadership challenge related to changing spaces for attendees to explore in
break-out groups. It enabled attendees to engage the hive mind of different skills, experiences,
resources and ideas to troubleshoot the next steps of public engagement.
1 . H o w m i g h t w e u s e n e w /e m e r g i n g t e c h n o l o g y t o e n a b l e m a s s p a r t i c i p a t i o n a n d s o c i a l c h a n g e ?

Experience
Combining pre-event-digital
engagement in advance of a live
experience
Hacking Facebook and giving the
power to "real" communities. What
would happen if people could only
see positive comments?
Use technology to gamify stories
and engage people in learning
Use it to create empathy and share
lived experiences
The use of escape room
technologies to explore stories and
also to take this into specific
spaces

Infrastructure
Donate spare tech to public spaces
Create immersive experiences by
building accessible technology into
public spaces and parks
Place the technology where people
are or where they gather rather
than expecting participation from
home
The merging of technology and
public spaces, e.g. projection
mapping and sensory spaces, to
encourage equitable opportunities

Challenges
Concerns over the safety of these
spaces and their moderation
without stifling expression
Remember that digital access and
confidence is still a barrier, often
by the least culturally engaged,
and so should always be combined
with an in-person,
physical distance engagement
offer.
Finding a balance between
innovation and simplicity when
there is so much digital possibility
and content available.
Increase the need for sector
funding and training in this area.
Digital device numbers per
household to enable engagement
Finding a balance between
innovation and simplicity when
there is so much digital possibility
and content available.

Two of the three leadership challenges focussed upon the role of communities within public
cultural spaces. One sought to identify how we can work with people whilst the second sought
to identify how exhibition opportunities could bring a public benefit. The intent of these queries
are closely aligned and share the same challenges.

2. How might we work with
local people to co-design
cultural spaces in a
post-Covid world?

Combine with the strides in
digital engagement in how we
co-design with people
Develop hyper-local and
hyper-relevant opportunities
with people to limit barriers to
access and engagement
Meet people in the places
they are
'Be a local person' - look to
create work on your doorstep
Work with local people to
identify and develop spaces
they feel 'safe' in and explore
how these can be reclaimed

3. How might we create
new spaces to exhibit
public artworks that
benefit the local area?

Is public art a physical thing,
or can it be digital?
Augmented reality sculptures
could create a new space for
interaction.
Ensure artwork has local
relevance.
Co-create artwork with local
people
Identify community spaces for
an exhibition that connect
with the artworks.
Identify spaces that could
benefit from art.
Create collaborative / cocreative art which relies on
people being in the space at
the same time.

Challenges
Will people want to go back
to cultural spaces?
Traditional cultural spaces are
often inaccessible for many
for physical, social or cultural
reasons
What if you create work only
for a niche segment of a wider
community you want to feel
welcome?
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